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Q 1. Read the following paragraph and state the sentence which could be the best described as its 
topic sentence.                                                                                                                           /10 
The punishment of criminals has always been a problem for society. Citizens have had to describe 
whether offenders such as first-degree murders should be killed in gas chamber, imprisoned for life, 
or rehabilitated and given a second chance in society. Many citizens argue that serious criminals 
should be executed. They believe that killing criminals will set an example for others and also rid 
society of a cumbersome burden. Other citizens say that no one has the right to take a life and that 
capital punishment is not a deterrent to crime. They believe that society as well as the criminal is 
responsible for the crimes and that killing the criminal does not solve the problems of either society 
or the criminal. 
Ans: 
There was constantly an issue against the discipline of crooks in the general public .Citizens had 
distinctive proposal about them, for example, they ought to be executed in gas chamber (a room 
loaded up with gas )detained in prison or absolution .Many residents speak to that they ought to be 
hang as it will end up being a model for other .Some of them recommend that they should exculpate 
as discipline isn't a limit for them .At the end they recommend that society and lawbreakers is 
answerable for the violations and that slaughtering isn't the arrangement of the issue 
 
 
 
 
Q 2. Convert the following simple sentences into compound sentences.                                   /3 
i. The company plans to market the product overseas. 
ii. I like pumpkin pie. 
iii. I like simple sentences. 
 
ANSWER: 
 
i. The organization intends to showcase the item abroad.  
 
The organization intends to showcase the item abroad and are taking a shot at various sitratizies.  
 
ii. I like pumpkin pie .  
 
I like pumpkin pie however prefer not to eat only it  
 
iii.I like basic sentences  
 
I like basic sentences yet its difficult to finish an article without compound sentences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Q3. Read the given paragraphs and state which one is more coherent and properly organized. /5 
A) "There are three principal reason why people commit crimes. The first of these is that they may 
be career criminals who have made an active choice to make their living illegally. A second reason 
relates to the environment they grew up in a possible illustration of this is if they have been subject 
to peer group pressure at an early age to join a gang that terrorized the neighborhood. Finally it is 
sometimes argued that genetic factors play a role and that some people cannot be blamed for their 
criminal actions because they are naturally predisposed to commit crimes." 
  
B) "It is possible to argue that more effective education would work for a decrease in the crime rate 
and that prison is an ineffective deterrent. People who argue in favor of prison often claim that it is 
not only the most appropriate way to punish offenders, it also prevents crimes from being 
committed. For example, many young people join gangs at an early age due to peer group pressure 
and they are led into a life of crime in later life because of the choices they made when they were 
younger.” 
 
ANSWER : 
 
PART :A 
 
People are usually predisposed by basic three reason for committing crimes .They may be the career 
crimes  (related to the wealth )who made their life choice to live unlawful (illegally) The second one 
is related to the environment some people joined bad company and  he is affected by them at early 
(young) age and joined the gang  (a group of thieves).The third one is genetically (hereditary or from 
parents)and some people do not make them responsible of it because they are familiars with it at 
the young  age . 
 
PART :B 
          Education is more effective in the decreasing rate of crimes , .Because education motivates the 
people towards spiritual aspects and for the servant of humanity and brings love and cheers to the 
society and that prison (put in jail) is not a suitable way in decreasing the rate of crimes .Because 
many people followed  it at the early age (younger age )and it promoted with growing up ,so, the 
only saluation of  this problem is that education should given at early age (younger age) 
 
Part B is more coherent than the first part A 
 
 
 
Q4. Summarize the following paragraph. (100 words only). Copied answer will not be considered for 
checking/marking.                                                                                                                                 /12 
  
Buying things today is so simple. Just enter a shop, say a book store, choose the desired book and 
pay for it. Long ago, before the invention of money, how did people trade? The most primitive way 
of exchange should be the barter trade. In this form of transaction, people used goods to exchange 
for the things that they had in mind. For instance, if person A wanted a book and he had a spare 
goat, he must look for someone who had the exact opposite, that is, that someone, say person B, 
must have a spare book of person A's choice and is also in need of a goat. Having found such a 
person, the problem does not end here. A big goat may worth not only one book, hence person B 
may have to offer person a something else, say five chickens. However, he runs the risk of person A 
rejecting the offer as he may not need the chickens. The above example clearly illustrates the 
inefficiency of barter trading. Many years later, the cumbersome barter trade finally gave way to the 
monetary form of exchange when the idea of money was invented. In the early days, almost 



anything could qualify as money: beads, shells and even fishing hooks. Then in a region near Turkey, 
gold coins were used as money. In the beginning, each coin had a different denomination. It was 
only later, in about 700 BC, that Gyges, the king of Lydia, standardized the value of each coin and 
even printed his name on the coins. Monetary means of transaction at first beat the traditional 
barter trade. However, as time went by, the thought of carrying a ponderous pouch of coins for 
shopping appeared not only troublesome but thieves attracting. Hence, the Greek and Roman 
traders who bought goods from people faraway cities, invented checks to solve the problem. Not 
only are paper checks easy to carry around, they discouraged robbery as these checks can only be 
used by the person whose name is printed on the notes. Following this idea, banks later issued notes 
in exchange for gold deposited with them. These bank notes can then be used as cash. Finally, 
governments of today adopted the idea and began to print paper money, backed by gold for the 
country's use. Today, besides enjoying the convenience of using paper notes as the mode of 
exchange, technology has led man to invent other means of transaction too like the credit and cash 
cards.   
  
 
ANSWER: 
 
Working together is simple by the development of cash now daily's .In old time, individuals followed 
a straightforward path for working together .It was called deal exchange. Means they were changing 
their things to satisfy their necessities. FOR EXAMPLE on the off chance that somebody expected to a 
book and he had an additional dairy animals at home. He should search for somebody .Who had the 
specific inverse .If and if the individual B needed a bovine and he had an additional book individual 
.As decision so they traded them and satisfy their prerequisites .As the cost of cow is a lot greater 
than the cost of the book.Inplace he needed to give another thing to follow through on the cost of 
the dairy animals .By doing so they were not fulfilled .As there by doing so they were not fulfilled As 
there was a major issue in imbalance by trading the things with investing of energy, they alluded the 
fiscal type of trade (relating yet law in rate from cash ).When the possibility of cash was concocted 
.In the good 'ol days everything's were qualified as that do cash .Such as globules (a sort of valuable 
stone that is utilized in rings or a bit of gold),shall (creatures skin) and angling books ( a sort of 
machine utilizing for kitching fishes).Then by investing time , gold coins were utilized by the 
individuals of a district close to the turkey .Later in 700 BC,the estimation of every coin 
institutionalized and even named them by the lord of Lydia .However ,when coins were showed up 
for shopping ,instead of trading .Thieves were extraordinarily influenced by them .People who were 
managing faraway urban areas like the greeks and weeps over brokers sacrosanct from assault of 
criminals developed checks to take care of this issue .The innovation of these checks disheartened 
the hoodlums as it could just utilized by the proprietor .Later on Banks utilized notes in return for 
stores up gold for them .Finally this thought was received by the legislature and is going in each 
nation .Technology has driven a man to design different methods for exchange too like Mastercard 
and money card .  
 
Need is the mother of creation 


